Abstract-The performance of fine-grained applications such as Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) is limited by communication overheads. Multi-core architectures with tightly integrated cores on a single chip can substantially reduce the communication cost. The number of cores available on such machines remains low. To scale the simulation, it is important to be able to effectively use Clusters of Multicores (CMs). However, the high communication overheads between remote machines can significantly limit scalability. It is unclear if, in the presence of relatively slow links, there is a benefit of having the low latency between the cores on the same machine. In this paper, we first extended a multithreaded PDES simulator to support CMs. In addition, we show that remote communication forms a primary challenge to scalability due to both latency and message processing software overheads.
I. INTRODUCTION
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is a key application used in the design and analysis of systems in which the state changes are discrete [1] . Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) [2] , [3] , [4] is used to improve the capacity and performance of DES by leveraging parallel processing. However, PDES applications suffer high overheads from communication.
Today, clusters of multicores (CMs) are widely used to reach higher scales of applications. In such environment, cores on the same machine communicate through low latency shared memory (or other intra-chip communication), while message passing is used for the communication between cores on different machines [5] . While PDES simulations executing on a single multicore exhibit very good performance, it is unclear whether this benefit can carry over to CMs, where some of the links between cores have substantially higher latency and message communication overhead.
To answer this question, we use as our experimental basis, the Rensselaers Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) [6] : a state of the art PDES simulator that employs message passing for communication using MPICH [7] . To achieve a better performance, a multithreaded version of ROSS (ROSS-MT) was developed for use on a single multi-core machine in our previous work [8] . In order to investigate the impact of the heterogeneous communication latency (intra vs. inter-core) on the performance and scalability of PDES in CM environments, we extend ROSS-MT to support CMs by using MPICH to communicate between cores on different machines; we call this version CM Multithreaded ROSS (ROSS-CMT). The MPICH libraries are used for the communication across the network. However, the MPICH libraries are not thread safe [9] , and access to them is serialized, incurring high overhead when more than one thread invokes MPI functions simultaneously. Our experiments show that when we allow each thread to use MPI for its remote messages, the overall performance is worse than the baseline process-based ROSS (ROSS-MPI).
To address this issue, we set aside one thread on each machine to perform communication across the network. It takes messages generated by the simulation threads and sends them to their destinations. It also receives remote messages and forwards to the destination thread.
We first use ROSS-CMT to investigate the impact of the heterogeneous communication latency (intra vs. intercore) on the performance and scalability of PDES in CM environments. We show that the higher latency causes a higher percentage of rollbacks for optimistic simulation. In addition, we show that ROSS-CMT achieves a better performance than MPI-based version on multi-core clusters.
II. DESIGN OVERVIEW OF ROSS-CMT
In ROSS, events are classified into three types based on the relationship between the originating and target PEs: (1) a local event is one where the sending PE is itself the target; (2) a regional event refers to events sent to another PE on the same machine; and (3) a remote event is generated from a PE to another on a different machine. Figure 1 shows the communication mechanism in ROSS-CMT on a cluster of two machines with two threads each. Consider the case where thread 2 on the first machine has a regional event targeted to thread 1. This event, shown with dashed arrows (tagged with number 1) in Figure 1 , is communicated using an insertion of a pointer to a copy of the event into the input queue of thread 1. Later thread 1 queues this event into its event queue (tagged with 2 on the figure).
The solid arrows in Figure 1 show the communication of a remote event originating from thread 2 on the first machine 
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the experiments we use Phold benchmark [10] to evaluate the performance of both ROSS-CMT and ROSS-MPI on a cluster of 4-core Intel core i7 machines. Each machine has 4 cores, but with hyperthreading, can execute up to 8 concurrent threads. The machines are connected through a Gigabit Ethernet switch. Figure 2 shows the percentage of rollbacks caused by remote events as a function of the percentage of these remote events. Since these events incur significant latency, they are often late by the time they arrive, causing a rollback. Clearly, a disproportionate percentage of rollbacks are caused by remote events; even at 2% remote event percentage, over 50% of the rollbacks are caused by remote events. However, addressing latency at the simulation kernel level is difficult since it is a problem of the underlying network protocol stack and network hardware. It is worth it to note that the performance gain from ROSS-CMT over ROSS-MPI increases as the non-local communication percentage increases, which allows more regional events to take advantage of the faster direct communication available in ROSS-CMT. Figure 4 shows the CPU usage of each stage in the 32-way simulation with 100% non-local event percentage (50% regional and 50% remote) for both ROSS-CMT (the communication thread) and ROSS-MPI. In ROSS-CMT, a smaller percentage of time is spent on GVT computation (10% compared to 26.1% for MPI), but more time is spent on sending events (49.8% compared to 40.55%). In addition, ROSS-CMT and ROSS-MPI have a similar percentage of time spent on event processing (7.7% for ROSS-CMT compared to 5.2% for ROSS-MPI). It is important to consider optimizations that can reduce this overhead. Baseline ROSS−CMT(80% Remote) Figure 5 . Scalability as number of cores used per machine is increased Figure 5 shows the scalability of the simulator with remote percentage of 20% and 80% (communication across the network). In particular, the simulation is performed on 8 machines, and we increase the number of cores used on each machine increasing the total number of cores used on the x-axis. When only a single core is used (8 cores on the x-axis), the two versions perform close to each other since they each have a single thread per process communicating through MPI. However, as the number of cores per machine is increased, ROSS-CMT is able to take advantage of the more efficient communication among threads on the same machine avoiding the use of MPI for those events.
A. Rollbacks caused by Heterogeneous Latency

C. Scalability Analysis
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
Heterogeneous delays exist in CMs: communication on the same machine is fast, but communication across machines incurs both high overhead and latency. It is unclear if in the presence of such slow/high overhead links, the lowlatency on each single machine significantly improves the scalability of PDES. To answer this question, we extended a multi-threaded version of the ROSS simulator to work in CM environments. We discover that: (1) There is some benefit from multi-cores even within a cluster environment compared with the MPI version; however (2) the network connections significantly impact the performance relative to a situation where all links are of low latency. For our future work, we will explore some optimizations to provide significant improvement in the scalability of the ROSS-CMT simulator in CM environments.
